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Abstract

BACKGROUND
The effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on mental health remain unclear. To mitigate the risks and capitalise on opportunities for positive change, we must understand how the impact has been mediated by sociodemographics, mental disorders, personality traits, life circumstances and the coping measures people choose to take.

METHODS
Data were collected from 376,987 members of the general public, predominantly in the UK, between late December 2019 and May 2020. Interaction models examined differences in sociodemographic distributions of mood and anxiety for 233,268 people in January vs. 109,749 in May. Factor analysis of a comprehensive instrument determined the dimensionality of self-perceived pandemic-driven change in wellbeing, outlook and behaviour for 74,830 participants in May. Linear modelling identified demographic, contextual, clinical, and trait predictors of pandemic impact. Topic modelling distilled prevalent advice from free-text responses.

RESULTS
Anxiety, depression and insomnia changed markedly in demographically-mediated ways. Untoward changes were larger for older adults. Benefits were greater for younger adults. Social connectedness was negatively affected across most mental and neurological conditions. There were disorder-specific changes in other domains, e.g., heightened conflict at home for attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and heightened anxiety for obsessive-compulsive disorder. Psychiatric symptoms, personality traits, occupational variables and living conditions were amongst the strongest predictors of pandemic impact. Frontline health workers, carers of vulnerable older adults, and disabled or sheltered adults were disproportionately affected. Fifty advice topics were identified from free-text, the prevalence of which covaried with subpopulation, context and traits.

CONCLUSIONS
The general public report positive and negative consequences of the pandemic. Particular subsets of people have heightened risk of untoward effects whereas other groups appear resilient. To be valid and effective, studies seeking to quantify, predict or mitigate the impact of pandemics on mental health should apply holistic approaches, combining multiple psycho-socio-economic factors.
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Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) pandemic has brought about unprecedented change in peoples’ lives due to direct and indirect consequences of the illness, physical distancing and socio-economic restructuring. These changes will have affected mood, anxiety, and other aspects of mental health in widespread, profound but idiosyncratic ways that depend on individual circumstances (Pfefferbaum & North, 2020). Expert groups have highlighted that the impact on mental health and well-being are likely to relate to (i) aspects of demographics such as age or ethnicity, (ii) social networks, (iii) financial/occupational circumstances (iv), being shielded or having carer responsibilities, (v) preexisting mental health symptoms, (vi) maladaptive online technology use, (vii) personality traits and (viii) tendency towards compulsive behaviors (Holmes et al., 2020; Kiraly et al., 2020; Pareek et al., 2020).

Urgent calls have been made to study these relationships because they are critical to inform policy and healthcare decisions, and to guide researchers and clinicians; however, to date, there is little published information. Indeed, knowledge about the impact of pandemics on mental health is limited, with many studies focusing on small rarefied samples, not examining temporal dynamics of change pre- to post-lockdown (e.g. see Brooks et al., 2020, for review), nor integrating the diverse psycho-socio-economic variables relevant to mental health (Ioannidis et al. 2020).

To address these issues, we applied a combination of multivariate-analysis and machine learning methods to a unique large-scale dataset, comprising questionnaires from 376,987 people, collected between December 2019 and May 2020, in collaboration with BBC2 Horizon, predominantly within the UK. We determined: (i) differences in the population
distributions of depression, anxiety, and sleep problems between pre-Covid and peak UK lockdown timepoints; (ii) the dimensionality and statistical predictors of self-perceived pandemic impact, with a particular focus on sociodemographic characteristics, presence of mental/neurologic disorders, personality traits, and technology use; and (iii) individually tailorable advice topics learnt from free text describing peoples’ lived experiences.

Methods

RECRUITMENT

Starting from December 26th 2019, participants were recruited to the study website, where they completed cognitive tests and a detailed questionnaire. Articles describing the study were placed on the BBC2 Horizon, BBC Home page, BBC News Home page and circulated on mobile news meta-apps from January 1st. To maximise representativeness of the sample there were no inclusion/exclusion criteria. Analyses here exclude data from participants under 16 years old, as they completed a briefer questionnaire, and those who responded to the questionnaire unfeasibly fast (<4 minutes). Cognitive test data will be reported separately. The study was approved by the Imperial College Research Ethics Committee (17IC4009).

DATA COLLECTION

Data were collected via our custom server system, which produces study-specific websites (https://gbws.cognitron.co.uk) on the Amazon EC2. Questionnaires and tests were programmed in Javascript and HTML5. They were deliverable via personal computers, tablets and smartphones. The questionnaire included scales quantifying sociodemographic, lifestyle, online technology use, personality, and mental health (supplementary Appendix 1). Participants could enroll for longitudinal follow up, currently scheduled for 3, 6 and 12 months. People returning to the site outside of these timepoints were navigated to a different URL. On May 2nd 2020, the questionnaire was augmented - in light of the Covid-19 pandemic - with an extended mood scale, and an instrument comprising 47 items quantifying self-perceived effects on mood, behaviour and outlook (Pandemic General Impact Scale PDGIS-11). Questions regarding pre-existing psychiatric and neurological conditions, lockdown context, having the virus, and free text fields were added. This coincided with further promotion via BBC2 Horizon and BBC Homepage.
DATA PROCESSING & STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analyses were conducted in MATLAB R2020a. Participants with missing data were retained as some questions were contingent on others; therefore, observations per analysis vary with data availability. The questionnaire was organised into the following scales: demographics/lifestyle, online technology use, mood, personality, compulsive traits, and pandemic impact. Where appropriate, scales were summarised in the following steps. Agree-disagree and frequency items were filtered for missing data casewise within scale, converted to numeric, rank transformed to normality, and subscale scores estimated using principal component analysis. Components with eigenvalues>1 were varimax rotated and component scores estimated by regression. PCA models are in Appendix 2.

Cohort demographics were segmented into Pre-Pandemic, Early-Pandemic, and Mid-Pandemic epochs (Figure 1a). General linear modelling tested how sociodemographic variables statistically predicted differences in mood, anxiety, and sleep, between the densely sampled and demographically matched Pre-Pandemic and Mid-Pandemic epochs.

Subscales of the pandemic impact instrument (PD-GIS-11 Appendix 3) quantified self-perceived impact across 11 psycho-socio-economic dimensions. They were cross-validated against the mental health self-assessment using CCA and Pearson’s correlation. General linear modelling (GLM) determined the relationship of sociodemographic variables, home context, cohabitees and work arrangements to the PD-GIS-11. Further GLMs examined carers and people reporting psychiatric and neurologic diagnoses (for groups with N>90 members) with the sociodemographics factored out. Due to the expected shared variance between online technology use, personality traits and compulsivity, their multivariate relationships with the PD-GIS-11 were quantified via canonical correlation analysis (CCA).

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, et al., 2003) extracted common topics from free text responses to the questions “What has been most POSITIVE about the lockdown?”, “What has been most NEGATIVE about the lockdown?” and “What have you done that you would recommend to others because it has helped you during the lockdown?” Optimal numbers of topics were estimated for each question as follows. LDA models of different complexity were trained on 2/3rds of the participants’ data. The trained models were applied to the remaining data. The lowest resultant perplexity value, quantifying fit of theoretical and observed topic
word distributions, was identified and the LDA model retrained on all data at the corresponding level of complexity. Inter-individual differences in topic mixture estimates were estimated and analysed with reference to mood, PD-GIS-11 and at-risk sub-populations using CCA and t-tests.

**Results**

**Differences in the population distributions of depression, anxiety, and sleep problems Pre-vs Mid-Pandemic**

Mid-Pandemic and Pre-Pandemic epochs were closely sociodemographically matched, whereas the sparsely sampled intervening months were skewed towards young adults (Figure 1b). Therefore, differences in mood assessment scores were calculated for the Mid minus Pre-Pandemic Epochs, with demographics factored out (Figure 1c). During this time, the incidence of anxiety increased ~0.3 standard deviation units (SDs) whereas depression decreased ~0.08 SDs. Tiredness decreased ~0.16SDs. Problems concentrating increased marginally ~0.07SDs. Problems with sleep stayed approximately the same. Mean reported hours slept per night increased ~0.19SDs.

GLMs with interaction terms showed these small but significant overall differences were amplified in select sociodemographic sub-populations (Figure 1d-e). Older adults showed the greatest increase in anxiety incidence, (0.4-0.5SD for 60-80 year-olds). Depression was lower for younger adults and higher for older adults (-0.2SDs to 0.1SDs). Females (0.32SDs) had a greater increase in anxiety than Males (0.21SDs) but less than those identifying as Other (0.38SDs). Increased anxiety incidence was greater for retired people (0.38SDs), followed by homemakers (0.32SDs) and workers (0.29SDs). People who identified gender as Other reported the greatest increase in problems concentrating (0.22SDs). These differences across sociodemographic axes indicated profound and disproportionate pandemic effects on mental health for some people, supporting the next step of fractionating the impact of the pandemic across domains important in day-to-day life.
Figure 1. Sociodemographic mediated differences in national mood scores during the Pre- and Mid-Pandemic epochs

1a. Data were collected throughout the first 5 months of 2020. Sampling was concentrated in early January and early May, when BBC2 Horizon, News and Homepage promoted the study. 1b. Sociodemographic distributions, including age, were closely matched Pre-Pandemic (January) and Mid-Pandemic (May). Early-Pandemic (February-April) was more sparsely sampled and captured people from a different age distribution. 1c. Daily mean with SEM mood scores of the population, calculated separately for each of the 31 days post promotion launches Mid-Pandemic and Pre-Pandemic. Age, gender, handedness, first language, country of residence occupational status, and earnings are factored out. Significantly scaled differences are reproducibly evident across the days, most notably increased prevalence of mood-anxiety, but also improved sleep and tiredness scores. 1d. Differences in mean mood scores Mid-Pandemic minus Pre-Pandemic related to age. Older adults had a greater increase in anxiety. Younger adults increased sleep. Younger adults were less depressed whereas older adults were more depressed. 1e. Sub-population counts (middle squares - size represents log N per sub population) and the corresponding scale/valence of mood-score change (upper circles - size represents SD units and colour direction of change). Substantial differences were evident as a function of sociodemographic sub-groups, with heightened anxiety particularly in retired people, workers, homemakers, low income earners, and for gender Other vs Female vs Male.

Dimensionality & statistical predictors of self-perceived pandemic impact

Analysis of responses to individual items of the Pandemic General Impact Scale (PD-GIS-11) for 74,830 people in May 2020 showed high population variability with strong overall agree/disagree biases for a subset of positive and negative statements (Figure 2a). Principal Component Analysis identified 11 latent variables underlying differences in peoples’ responses (Figure 2b).
Figure 2. Individual item analysis and principal component analysis for the PD-GIS-11

2a. Some of the strongest agreement was with positive statements, e.g., improved natural environment, enjoying the simpler things in life, spending less, saving more and greater sense of community. Amongst the strongest agreement with negative statements was concern for health of loved ones, which was higher than concern about one’s own health, and loss of leisure/health activities. The strongest disagreement was with statements regarding loss of employment, increased conflict at home, preoccupation with infection and loss of access to basics. There was strong agreement that technology/science/healthcare will advance more rapidly and things will change but not necessarily for the worse, and strong disagreement that economic impact will be temporary. People agreed that communication apps helped stay in touch with loved ones. 2b. PCA identified 11 components underlying PD-GIS-11 responses. These correlated with the mood items (Appendix 3) and were labelled: 1: positive perception of more free time, less stress and reduced tiredness. 2: loneliness/ disruption. 3: positive outlook. 4: increased conflict at home. 5: increased health obsession. 6: increased work engagement/efficiency. 7: improved environment. 8: concern about unhealthier lifestyle. 9: time for people. 10: connectedness. 11 Better sleep.

Relationships of sociodemographic variables, home context, cohabitees and work arrangements, with the PD-GIS-11 are in Figure 3a & Appendix 3. Work arrangements were amongst the most substantial predictors. Healthworkers, particularly those on the frontline with Covid-19 patients had less time and were less relaxed relative to those who had been furloughed (1.5SDs), but also reported sleeping better (0.34SDs), having greater engagement in work (0.67SDs), and were the most likely to agree that the environment had changed for the better (0.25SDs).
The strongest contextual predictors of increased conflict in the home were cohabiting with preschool or school children (0.32SDs & 0.3SDs) or living with parents (0.38SDs)/in-laws (0.16SDs). People who had no, or unpleasant, outside space were less likely to report reduced tiredness/stress than those with relaxing outside space (0.31SDs), were more worried about negative health implications of the lockdown (0.43SDs), and less likely to report improved natural environment (0.43SDs). People from minority ethnic backgrounds tended to report higher health concerns (0.15-0.3SDs), but also were more likely to have a positive outlook (0.05-0.27SDs). The 8,347 participants who indicated they were looking after vulnerable older adults had higher scores for health obsession (0.17SDs) than the cohort average. People identifying as disabled or shielded reported substantially higher health obsession (0.5SDs), were less likely to report better connectedness (-0.57SDs) and were amongst the least likely to report feeling less stressed and having more time (-0.46SDs).

PD-GIS-11 scores and incidences for people reporting diagnoses of different mental and neurological conditions are in (Appendix 3). As expected, depression (10,526) and anxiety (10,525) overlapped in terms of comorbidity (6,305). After factoring out demographic and contextual variables, and relative to the population mean, individuals with anxiety disorder and/or obsessive compulsive disorder reported greater increases in health obsessions relative to those reporting no conditions (0.25SDs). Those with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) reported greater increase in conflict at home (0.17SDs), individuals with depression were more worried about having unhealthier lifestyles (0.18SDs). All clinical groups, apart from People with Parkinson’s, scored lower in terms of increased connectedness (0.05-0.21SDs).
Figure 3. Impact of the Covid-19 pandemic as a function of key demographic, social, and mental health variables

a. There were large and disproportionate impacts of the pandemic on the wellbeing of healthcare workers and disabled/shielded people. b. Conflict at home was predicted by type of cohabitees. c. Ethnicity predicted increased health concerns. d. People with anxiety and obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) were disproportionately concerned about health. e. People with attentional deficit hyperactivity disorder were more likely to report increased conflict at home. All effects reported in standard deviation units. Full GLM results are in Appendix 3.
CCA quantifying associations between online technology use, personality traits, compulsion, and Covid-19 impact (Figure 4) showed 11 statistically significant correlation modes. The first two had substantial canonical r values (r=0.41 & r=0.31). Cross-validation analysis confirmed the model was not overfitted (Appendix 3). Back projecting the first CCA mode onto the PD-GIS-11 showed strong associations with adverse impact, including isolation/disruption (r=0.44), increased health obsession (r=0.58) and increased conflict at home (r=0.27). Back projection on the other side of the first mode showed strong associations with technology addiction (r=0.67), technology stress (r=0.52), compulsion subscale reward drive (r=0.45) and cognitive rigidity (r=0.38), and negative association with the personality trait ‘self security’ (r=−0.75). The PD-GIS-11 side of the second mode summarised positive pandemic impact, including better connectedness (r=0.55), improved environment (r=0.39), positive outlook (r=0.35), and greater work engagement (r=0.27), with a negative relationship to conflict at home (r=−0.26). The other side of the second mode associated positively with the traits compassion (r=0.69), conscientiousness (r=−0.31) and perfectionism (r=0.32), and negatively with introversion (r=−0.28).

**Figure 4.** Canonical Correlation of Trait and Technology vs PD-GIS-11

Correlation weights of the trait & technology vs PD-GIS-11 canonical variates with each other and their back projections, thresholded at | r | >0.25 (full results in Appendix 3). **a.** Mode 1 associated negative aspects of pandemic impact with technology stress and addiction, compulsion traits and insecurity. **b.** Mode 2 associated positive aspects of pandemic impact with positive personality traits and perfectionism, a compulsion trait. Red lines = positive correlations. Blue lines = negative correlations. Line weight = correlation r values.
Data-driven analysis of common impact and advice topics from free text

Exemplars of common topics from the free text are in Appendix 4a. Descriptions of the main negatives from 49,482 participants (Figure 5a) were best summarised by just five topics. In prevalence order, these were being unable to see relatives (especially older relatives), impracticalities of working or schooling from home, disruption of social and recreational activities, physical and mental health worries, and frustration with the media or government.

Descriptions of the main positives from 48,315 people (Figure 5a) were summarised by 10 topics, these being more free/recreational time, improved environment, time for important things, slower pace of life, positive long-term change, more time with family, learning new skills/expertise, more regular digital contact with friends/family, and enjoying the outdoors.

Advice from 44,376 people (Figure 5b) was much more variable, being optimally summarised by ~50 topics, the most prevalent being establishing a healthy routine, video conferencing to stay in touch, meditation/yoga, regular exercise, time outside, keeping busy, going for regular walks and planning a healthy diet.

CCA showed substantial shared variance between peoples’ topic mixtures (Figure 5b) and both the mood self assessment (Appendix 4b) and the PD-GIS-11 (Appendix 4c). The prevalence of topics varied significantly amongst sub-populations most affected by the pandemic relative to the broader cohort (Appendix 4d reports in full). For example, ‘be more communicative with people’ (t=4.703, p<0.001) and ‘take the time to reflect’ (t=4.253 p<0.001) were more prevalent amongst disabled/sheltered people. ‘Maintain personal hygiene/handwashing’ (t=3.199 p=0.001), and ‘segregate work and home time’ (t=3.102 p=0.002) were more prevalent amongst frontline health workers. Retired people were more likely to recommend ‘keeping in touch with friends and family’ (t=19.5056 p<0.001) and ‘doing more puzzles’ (10.729 p<0.001). People who had been diagnosed with anxiety or depression were more likely to recommend ‘take the time to be kind to yourself’ (anx t=4.996 p<0.001; dep t=7.863 p<0.001) and to ‘listen to music or appreciate wildlife’ (anx t=3.742 p<0.001; dep t=4.3207 p<0.001). Those with anxiety also were more likely to recommend meditation or yoga (anx t=4.552 p<0.001; dep t=-0.278 p=0.787), whereas those with depression recommended ‘taking pleasure in simple things’ (anx t=1.687 p=0.0917; dep
t=3.868 p<0.001). Thus, pragmatic measures people chose to apply differed significantly for sub-populations whose mental health was most at risk.

**Figure 5.** Topic modelling of free text responses

**a. Positive and negative impact topics**

- Physical and mental health concerns
- Problems working and schooling from home
- Disruption of social and recreational activities
- Not being able to see relatives
- More free time, including for recreation
- Enjoying the outdoors & wildlife more
- More time with family
- Slower pace of life, time to pause and take stock
- More time to focus on other important things
- Better natural environment
- More regular digital contact
- Time for new skills and exercise

**b. Advice topic prevalences for retired people relative to all others**

- Keep in touch with family and friends
- Do more puzzles
- Complete little jobs around the house
- Use video calls or novel entertainment ways
- Volunteer to help others
- Grow your own vegetables
- Keep busy
- Engage in online courses and clubs
- Be more communicative when out and about
- Follow lockdown rules, reduce household stress
- Avoid fake news and too much social media
- Help older adults / shielded people
- Listen to music, radio or just the wildlife
- Do the jobs you have been putting off
- Set up regular contact times for friends/family
- Focus on the day, don’t worry about the future
- Do something creative
- Structure your day
- Reflect and take stock
- Accept what you can’t change, change what you can
- Take up a new hobby
- Take care of your own health and others
- Use healthy distraction techniques when stressed
- Enjoy the peace and quiet
- Try to focus on the positive
- Break the mould: do something different/creative
- Maintain time reading/listening to news
- Take the opportunity to slow down a bit
- Go outdoors
- Take up new hobbies you didn’t have time for
- Read books
- Go to the park
- Maintain hygiene and wash hands regularly
- Take pleasure from the simple things
- Learn a new skill or language
- Do something productive each day
- Find time for things you enjoy
- Get some fresh air
- Spend more time with family
- Establish a healthy routine
- Do a little exercise, even if unmotivated
- Maintain a work routine
- Maintain mental and physical health
- Healthy diet and minimise alcohol use
- Be kind to yourself and others
- Meditation/joga other mindful activities
- Set targets to achieve each day
- Play board and card games more
- Agriculural work from home
- Maintain the work routine

---

**a.** Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) identified 5 negative topics and 10 positive topics from the free text responses describing the main negative and positive impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. **b.** LDA identified ~50 topics from free text describing what people would recommend to others based on their lived experiences of the pandemic. The prevalence of the topics varied significantly across sub-populations. Above, we present differences in the advice topic prevalence for retired older adults relative to the rest of the cohort.
DISCUSSION

Our results provide converging evidence at large population scale that by May 2020 (peak UK lockdown), the Covid-19 pandemic had profound but idiosyncratic effects on mental health and wellbeing in the UK. The effects were complex, comprising multiple dimensions of change, some being positive. The substantial variability in these dimensions of impact was associated with a combination of clinical/biological and psycho-socio-economic variables. Furthermore, there were statistically robust relationships between these variables and what people reported, in their own words, had helped them during the pandemic.

Differences in the population distributions of depression, anxiety, and sleep were observed from pre-pandemic to the time of maximal UK lockdown, being indicative of more pronounced untoward effects in particular groups, such as in older adults. However, such macro-data overlooks considerable nuanced variations in the nature and extent of pandemic impact across individuals. Demographic characteristics, work, environment and social circumstances had robust associations, varying in scale from small to large, with the nature and extent of impact. In some ways this was anticipated based on extant literature (Kirby, 2020; Public Health England, 2020; Chowkwanyun & Reed, 2020; Lai et al., 2020; Rossi et al., 2020), but in others it was unexpected. Most notably, health workers showed very large differences to the broader population, being less relaxed and having less free time, but also reporting better sleep and greater work engagement. People from minority ethnic backgrounds were more worried about the impact of the pandemic on health, but also had more positive outlooks.

It was predicted that the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic would be substantially influenced by mental health and neurologic disorders (Pfefferbaum & North, 2020; Holmes et al., 2020) and dimensional traits (Chamberlain et al., 2018). Notably, although overall, people with psychiatric and neurologic conditions were less likely to report increased connectedness, these generalised associations were small scaled. More selective associations were observed for particular disorders: e.g. elevated health worries in anxiety disorders / obsessive-compulsive disorder, and increased conflict at home in adults with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Cortese & Coghill, 2018; Moukaddam & Shah, 2020; Posner et al., 2020). However, trait and personality scales collectively were more predictive: negative pandemic impact was associated with compulsivity and insecurity, and positive impact with
compassion, conscientiousness, perfectionism, and extrovertedness. This accords with the notion that certain personality traits are prominent in shaping resilience, whereas others engender vulnerability (Barton & Rogerson, 2018; Grant et al., 2020).

Online technology can provide a powerful mediator of positive and negative impact during the pandemic. Prior studies proposed that a subset of people develop problematic usage of online technology (Ioannidis et al., 2016; Tiego et al., 2019; Kiraly et al., 2020). Accordingly, negative Covid-19 impact was strongly linked not with time using online technology per se, but with maladaptive online behaviours. Conversely, the benefits of using technology to stay connected were prominent in the questionnaire and free text analyses. One might conclude that limiting screen time could be counterproductive; more nuanced approaches to develop healthy online behaviours are warranted.

The profound impact of the pandemic was best captured in the data-driven analysis of free text describing lived-experience. Crucially, ~50 topics optimally summarised the practical measures people said helped them during the pandemic. The fact that the prevalences of these topics differed as a function of participant characteristics makes intuitive sense; some measures are irrelevant or impractical, whereas others are more germane, depending on one’s circumstances. We believe there is potential to identify pragmatic individually-tailored advice based on this novel intersection of sociodemographic, contextual and personality variables with the corpus of peoples’ self expressed expert experiences.

Taken together, these results demonstrate the importance of measuring multiple dimensions when quantifying pandemic impact on mental health, and the necessity of incorporating the broad psycho-socio-economic context when seeking to understand, predict or mitigate such impact. Indeed, the largest effect sizes explaining pandemic impact related to occupation and home context, followed by medium associations with personality traits, compulsivity and maladaptive technology use, and smaller but still notable effects for other disorders and demographic characteristics. This complexity in turn necessitates careful study design to account for confounding factors.

We will recontact this cohort at 3, 6 and 12 months to plot change in the idiosyncratic impact of the pandemic and its aftermath in vivo (Wang et al., 2020; Fancourt et al., 2020), including more detailed assessment of identified vulnerable sub-groups. Finally, the current paper
focused on data from people aged 16+. It is vital that research also examines younger people using this and related methodologies adapted for that purpose (Holmes et al., 2020).
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Appendix 1 - Study Questionnaires

(a) Demographic and other contextual information

The following background information was collected from participants: age, gender, ethnicity, country of residence, level of education, occupational status, and income.

(b) Mood, anxiety, and sleep

Mood and anxiety symptoms were recorded using the extensively validated Patient Health Questionnaire 2 (PHQ-2) and GAD-7 respectively (Kroenke et al., 2003; Spitzer et al., 2006). The PHQ-2 and GAD-7 ask about symptoms over the preceding two weeks, and each question is answered on a 4-point scale, from 0 (not at all) to 3 (nearly every day). Additionally, we asked how many hours on average participants slept per night.

(c) Personality traits, and compulsivity

Personality traits were quantified using the extensively validated Big-5 Inventory, which comprises 44 questions (John et al., 2008). Each question is a short phrase and is answered on a 5-point rating scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Aspects of personality classically reflect extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness to experience (John et al., 2008). Based on prior factor analysis of data from 60,000 participants, we used an abbreviated version, comprising 18 questions with a data-driven structure of 6 components. These are reported in the factor analysis in Appendix 2.

Compulsivity is a trans-diagnostic concept representing the tendency towards repetitive habits, and was measured using the Cambridge-Chicago Compulsivity Trait Scale (CHI-T) (Chamberlain & Grant, 2018). This is a 15-item questionnaire that is answered on a 4-point rating scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The CHI-T is sensitive to compulsivity across a range of disorders (Chamberlain & Grant, 2018; Albertella et al., 2019).

(d) Impact of the pandemic

The Pandemic General Impact Scale (PD-GIS-11) was developed for the current study to quantify the self-reported negative and positive impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, on multiple levels of psycho-socio-economic investigation. The instrument comprised 47 questions, relating to potential negative and positive aspects of the situation, and longer term outlook. Each item is answered on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). Negative impact questions covered areas of concern for health (own health and that of others), being concerned with the consequences of contracting Covid-19, loneliness, conflict at home, negative emotions from reading/listening to news, grieving, loss of employment/job/income, loss of leisure and well being activities, loss of daily structure, disruption of sleep patterns, less healthy lifestyles, less focus on personal hygiene, loss of productivity, social disconnection, life being dominated by infection control routines, loss of important goods/medication/services, more arguments in the household, and going on the internet to avoid people at home. Positive impact questions covered less commuting time, more structure to the day, joy at being able to spend more time with people at home, more connections with people online, sense of shared community, more efficient/productive work, being more relaxed due to more time at home, better sleep due to spare time, greater sense of purpose in work, greater opportunity to exercise, improved natural environment, time to read for pleasure, work less stressful due to doing it from home, spending more time on hobbies, spending less and saving money, more social contact outside of the home, feeling less tired, feeling better connected with people at home, more wildlife, taking greater appreciation for the simple things in life, and being less stressed by daily responsibilities.
(e) Online Technology use

Technology use was quantified by asking about frequency of use of the following, over the previous 4 week period: Smart Phone, Computer (Desktop/Laptop), Tablet Device, Gaming Console, Email, Social Media, reading the news, playing computer games, online gambling, working, learning/studying, shopping, streaming films or music, and searching for information online. Each question was responded to on a 7-point scale, from 0 (never) to 7 (more often than hourly every day).

(f) Stress from online technology

Stress from online technology was measured by asking the participants the following questions, regarding the past 4 weeks: When you checked Email, did it tend to make you feel stressed/unhappy or relieved/happy? When you used social media, did it tend to make you feel stressed/unhappy or relieved/happy? When you read the news, did it tend to make you feel stressed/unhappy or relieved/happy? When you played computer games, did it tend to make you feel stressed/unhappy or relieved/happy? The response options for each question were: "Mostly stressed/unhappy","Mostly relieved/happy","Both", or "Neither".

(g) Maladaptive (‘Addictive’) use of online technology

Maladaptive use of online technology was quantified using the following questions, which were based on expert consensus amongst the study team in the field of Problematic Usage of the Internet: How often did you check email or social media accounts after you went to bed? How often did you use internet related activities to block out disturbing thoughts or soothe yourself? How often did you choose to spend time on internet related activities to battle loneliness or boredom? How often did you suffer from negative financial consequences because of an online activity? How often did you check your email or social media account or equivalent before something else that you needed to do? How often did you try to stop an excessive online activity but feel a compulsion to continue? How often did you try to cut down the amount of time you spend on-line and fail? The questions asked about these areas over the preceding 4 week period. For the first question (using technology before bed), response options were 1 (never) to 5 (daily). For the other questions, response options were: 1 (never) to 7 (more than hourly every day).
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Appendix 2 - Principal Component Analyses of Questionnaire Instrument scales are here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/5ugvo7skf45gevy/Appendix%202%20-%20FactorModels.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 3a - PD-GIS individual item and PCA analyses are here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 3b - Canonical correlation analysis between Mood State and PD-GIS-11 is here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Those who reported greater improvement in sleep during the pandemic had a reduced global incidence of problems getting or staying asleep. Those indicating heightened conflict at home had higher irritability scores. Increased loneliness and depression, increased conflict at home, better sleep, more structured work and increased obsession with health had the most shared variance with items of the wellbeing scale. Therefore, the PD-GIS-11 scale provided finer grained information on how the pandemic affected the mood of the nation.

Appendix 3c - Demographic predictors of the PD-GIS-11 is here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 3d - Rates of previously diagnosed clinical conditions reported in the sample is here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 3e - GLM for clinical conditions vs PD-GIS-11 subscales is here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 3f - sub-sampling and permutation analyses to characterise overfit and reproducibility of the canonical correlation analysis of PD-GIS-11 items vs traits and technology use are available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e6rqaszb3z90pth/Appendix%203%20-%20PD_GIS.pdf?dl=0

Results show test-train modelling, whereby the CCA model is trained on data from one set of data, and then applied to predict PD-GIS-11 scores in the remaining subset from the corresponding trait and technology use/misuse measures. Curves are means for 100 repeats for each subsample size conducted ranging up in N=1000 steps from 100. Top, left is the true data canonical R values for the trained data. Top right is the same sub-sampled data but with permuted labels on the X side of the CCA. Bottom left is the true canonical R values for the predicted/ held out data. Top right is for the same held out data but with the labels permuted. As can be seen from the curves, at this population scale, there is practically no overfit, with the trained and test canonical R values being near identical. Furthermore, permuted canonical R values are near 0 even for the data the model is trained on.

Appendix 4a - topics and their top ten exemplars are available here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jgis9cymjizssal/Appendix%204%20-%20NLP.pdf?dl=0

A mixture of ~5 topics were identified as being optimal for summarising the free text regarding negatives of the pandemic, having the minimal perplexity index, when applied to held out data. ~10 topics were optimal for positives, and ~50 topics for advice.

Appendix 4b - CCA of free text topic estimates vs mood self assessment item scores https://www.dropbox.com/s/jgis9cymjizssal/Appendix%204%20-%20NLP.pdf?dl=0

Appendix 4c - CCA of free text topic estimates vs items of the PD-GIS-11
Appendix 4d - Topics, their relative prevalence in select sub-populations and top ten exemplars selected as having the highest topic mixtures are available here.

Despite the intrinsically noisy nature of topic modelling, string associations were evident, whereby certain at-risk sub-populations were significantly more likely to report some topics helped.